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VAT and European Ship supply – Opinions 

 
Introduction 
Tax and duty free ship supply are fundamental for European Ship Suppliers. A ship may 
be supplied at every port she is calling and therefore competition between Ship 
Suppliers depends on the cost of goods, on transport conditions and services in different 
ports. Freedom of taxes is one of the most important conditions to avoid distortions 
between different ports and different countries. European decision-makers have begun 
to debate the future of VAT in various ways and there are obligations to report on VAT 
for goods and services supplied to vessels. It is therefore time for OCEAN to understand 
the opinion of its membership regarding this issue in order to form an OCEAN opinion.  
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PART 1: The future of VAT law 
 
Is ship supply an export operation from a “fiscal point of view”? 
Since the beginning of the year, the OCEAN Secretariat 
has heard from several members that the fiscal 
authorities in the EU have begun to question if ship 
supply would be an export from a “fiscal point of view”. 
This obviously may have important consequences and 
therefore OCEAN asked for feedback from OCEAN 
members regarding two questions. Why… 
 
a)  Ship supply needs to be considered as “export” also 
from a fiscal point of view; 
 
b)  Ship supply should be VAT exempted. 
 
The current  VAT  regulation which concerns Ship Supply and its related  exemptions  
are  described   in COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006 on the 
common system of value added tax which entered  in  force  1st  Jan  2007  ( Publ.  
L347  Vol  49  of  11 Dec 2006 ),in particular Title 9 Chapter 1  and  Chapter 7  Art  148.   
Council report on “place of taxation” for supply of goods 

EU Commission regarding 

he Commission is interested in the views of OCEAN and asks for a contribution by 15 

 VAT: Answer from the European Commission regarding the report to the Council on 

At the same time, OCEAN has received an answer from the 
the report to the Council on the place of taxation of the supply of goods for consumption 
onboard and the supply of services, including restaurant services, for passenger’s 
onboard ships, aircrafts, trains in accordance with Art 37(3) of VAT Directive.  
 
T
February 2011. The Commission has “regretted” overlooking OCEAN as they have begun 
to consult stakeholders and Member States. The Commission has promised to bring 
forward necessary legislative proposals. They have commissioned a study to get a 
clearer picture.  View the answer in the internal section of the OCEAN Webpage. 
 
•

the place of taxation of the supply of goods for consumption onboard and the supply 
of services, including restaurant services, for passenger’s onboard ships, aircrafts, 
trains in accordance with Art 37(3) of VAT Directive (20.12.2010) 

 
• VAT: Overview - New rules in 2010 
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http://shipsupply.cdu-demo.de/image/inhalte/file/COUNCIL%20DIRECTIVE%202006_112_EC_Common_system_of_VAT.pdf
http://shipsupply.cdu-demo.de/image/inhalte/file/COUNCIL%20DIRECTIVE%202006_112_EC_Common_system_of_VAT.pdf
http://shipsupply.cdu-demo.de/image/inhalte/file/COUNCIL%20DIRECTIVE%202006_112_EC_Common_system_of_VAT.pdf
http://shipsupply.cdu-demo.de/image/inhalte/file/Regulation_684_2009_messages_under_emcs.pdf
http://shipsupply.cdu-demo.de/image/inhalte/file/Regulation_684_2009_messages_under_emcs.pdf


 
Implementing measures for EU system of value added tax agreed 

On 19 January 2011, the EU Council reached political 

 provides for: 
measures for directive 2008/8/EC as regards the place of supply of 

 of regulation 1777/2005 to the VAT directive after its recast in 2006; 

he regulation will be adopted without discussion at a forthcoming Council meeting. 

agreement on a draft regulation laying down new 
implementing measures for directive 2006/112 on the EU 
system of value added tax (VAT). The draft regulation, 
which recasts regulation 1777/2005, clarifies certain 
aspects of the VAT directive (2006/112/EC) with the 
objective of ensuring better compliance with the 
objectives of the EU internal market. 

 
It
• implementing 

services; 
• adaptation
• implementing measures for other elements of the VAT directive. 
 
T
 
Proposal of the Council Regulation laying down implementing measures for Directive 
2006/112/EC on the common system of value added tax (recast) / * COM/2009/0672 
final . - NLE 2009/0177 * /. 
 
European Commission launches debate on the future of VAT 

a public consultation 

u

The European Commission has launched 
on how the EU’s VAT system can be strengthened and 
improved to the benefit of citizens, businesses and Member 
States. The Commission will use the feedback to decide the 
ture. The Green Paper and all other documents as well as the 

link for sending a contribution are available 
best approach for the f

here. 
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http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/common/consultations/tax/2010_11_future_vat_en.htm


PART 2: What are OCEAN members thinking about these issues? 
 
Italian ANPAN’s catering ship supply companies raises concerns on VAT 
implementing provisions 
 

In a letter to the OCEAN Secretariat, ANPAN is of the opinion 
that the new regime introduced by the VAT Directive puts a 
heavy burden on the VAT credit positions of A.N.P.A.N. 
member companies, since the new criteria dramatically 
reduces the amount of the so called “plafond”, that 

guarantees the possibility of purchasing goods and services directly without the payment 
of VAT. In operative terms, the new regulations introduced since January 1st, 2010 
concerning the territorial location of the services, generates enormous complications and 
costs, weighting on the tax classification procedures as well as the invoicing of rendered 
services. 
Read the letter: VAT: Letter from ANPAN to OCEAN (19.01.2011) 
  
 
BASS: VAT in the UK 

 
In the UK, under the current legislation for retail goods onboard ships 
(ferries for example) and this does not include food and beverage 
items, or items consumed during a voyage. 
 
The operator pays VAT at a rate applicable to the country of departure 

i.e. sailing from France = French TVA and the return leg sailing from UK = UK VAT. 
 
Some questions: 

1. If we supply a ship in Barcelona, would we have to charge Spanish VAT? 
2. Would we then have to have a VAT account with each country we deliver to? 
3. Would onboard consumption be duty paid in future, not duty free? 
4. Currently cruise and ferry tickets are VAT free, would this also change? 
5. Most airlines do not sell Tobacco and other dutiable products within the EU 

because of the problems stated above, it will get a lot worse for ships. 
6. What about the rule that if a ship hit a non EU port during a cruise, then all 

onboard consumption was deemed to be VAT and Duty free? 
7. Some Greek ports i.e. Katakolon charge cruise ships duty on any drinks they 

serve onboard during their time in that port, a new practice would this 
escalate as they are implying that the ships status whilst in that port is not tax 
and duty free. 
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http://www.shipsupply.eu/image/inhalte/file/Letter%20of%20Italian%20Catering%20Services%20group%20of%20ANPAN%20to%20OCEAN.doc


SNAN cites 3 conditions for VAT-exempted ship suppliers 
According to French OCEAN Member SNAN, Ship supply is 
considered as "export" as goods are consumed outside the EU 
customs territory. The goods physically go outside the EU. Ship 
supply should be VAT exempted as goods are consumed outside 
the EU fiscal territory. In the French law, the VAT exemption is 
given to all operations and services given to ships and their 
shipment, with 3 conditions: the customer is a professional, there 

is a permanent crew onboard, and there is a commercial activity on board. 
  
 
Greek ship suppliers: Strengthen competitiveness not hamper our industry! 

The opinion of Greek suppliers association is that the ships supply is an 

he ships are trading internationally and have the possibility to purchase goods from 

uropean authorities require imported food to meet European standards which bring 

ame thing applies to tools imported from China where the CE approved tools are much 

 our association we have 250 members employing approximately 2000 persons and 

ince our customers ships are trading world wide, goods we supply, are reaching areas 

export and as such must be viewed from tax authorities concerning 
VAT as well as export incentives. The shipping industry is very 
competitive, as our customers must face international competition in 
the transportation service they are providing(ships with no EEC flags 

cheaper costs, third countries crews -lower wages-lower working conditions-smaller 
social benefits-holidays etc.) 
 
T
areas where the prices are most competitive. Nowadays easily they can obtain in 
advance prices from different ports compare them and place orders to the cheaper ones 
(Dubai-Singapore-China). The dollar being cheap and food in the US is cheaper than in 
Europe, US's ports are also cheaper than our ports. 
 
E
food at a higher cost, than the cost our competitors can buy from the same producers 
(South American meat sold in third countries is much cheaper than the one we buy from 
EEC approved slaughtering houses). 
 
S
more expensive than non-approved. Ships foresee their needs and have the storing 
capacity to keep on board goods for several months till they reach a cheaper port. If we 
should add to products and services the VAT then we can be sure that our turnover will 
be reduced at least to the 10% of our today's' turnover(only to emergency 
requirements). 
 
In
the total turnover of our members is euro 900 milions aprox. Also there are about 900 
companies non-members of our association (ship owning co., spare parts traders-
workshops etc.) with customs approval for supplying ships. They employ on about 
13.500 persons . 
 
S
from where in the past we received requests to export goods, they found on board of a 
ship. They appreciated the quality and they were interested to buy for their needs: 
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• Brandy exported in Russia 

 Feta cheese-olive oil-olives to South Africa 

 Mooring ropes to Saudi Arabia 

iving export incentives to ship suppliers will allow them to be more competitive. 

s far as Greece is concerned countries around us are much cheaper (Israel, Turkey, 

 is imperative to keep our costs as low as possible in order to exist as companies and 

 
•
 
•
 
G
 
A
Egypt, Ukraine, Russia). We have lost all our ships repairs (ships supplying during repair 
period) due to lower cost in Turkey-Black Sea countries. 
 
It
keep our employees. There for no question to add additional cost -VAT. 
 
 Danish Ship Supply Association: Have they lost the plot in EU? 

appalled by the 

 
hip Supply should remain export - anything else would be taking 

 

ost of our stores are not only tax, but also duty free including spirits, wine and 

The members of the DFS were shocked and 
“sneaking attempt from the VAT side of EU to change the world 
up-side down in order to get more funds in their tax chest, which 
of course gives them more power – unaffected of the enormous 
expenses they impose on the trade and in fact threatened our 
maritime industry!” 

S
us back to the Stone Age – for no obvious reasons or purpose what so ever! Many of 
our customers are ships from 3rd (none EU) countries and these would show no 
understanding For being charged VAT for goods they need to have supplied once they 
enter EU waters. They will where ever possible place their purchase outside EU.  Jens 
Olsen wonders “if these thoughts includes that all vessels entering EU waters, would 
have to have inventory at entry and either pay VAT on stores they have onboard 
purchased outside EU, or if these products would have to be sealed off so they could not 
be used while in EU??” 
 
M
cigarettes. What would be the purpose adding VAT on these products and would we be 
able to supply these types of products at all? As Ship Suppliers we are selling many 
other products which also have to do with security onboard including life rafts and 
survival suits. If VAT is to be added to these products the result is that the owners will 
purchase these products outside EU. The very same will happen to the business with 
spare parts including engine parts, this sale will be moved to outside EU. If a Ship 
Supplier located outside EU make a delivery inside EU in transit, will he be charged VAT 
before the delivery, or can he deliver without VAT being charged. That company may 
not be VAT registered in EU for invoicing VAT. All the cruise ship owners who just now 
purchase the majority of their stores in EU will in the future plan deliveries outside EU. 
All suppliers in EU stand to lose a very large percentage of their current business. 
Suppliers current located within EU will be forced to move outside EU territory to cope 
with the 3rd countries competition and the result will be that EU will lose employment 
and company tax basis. The last and perhaps the most serious argument are that VAT at 
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the present is not harmonized in EU. We therefore have VAT levels as from 16% - 25%. 
On top of this many countries has domestic taxes being implemented and if VAT will 
have to be charged – we would also be forced to charge these unfair and complicated 
domestic taxes. In Denmark we have a number of these taxes i.e.: 
 
• Package tax which vary in levels all depending on the weight of the package 

h also vary in levels 
c 

added on all meats. This tax is quite high and 

anish suppliers have to add these domestic charges, no Danish supplier would be 

s a summery we in Denmark feel this idea will lose jobs in the industry – unfair 

VVS: Some horror scenarios

PET/carton etc. 
• Green taxes whic
• Electrical taxes on light bulbs, fuses et
• A new so called fat tax which has to be 

vary in level after the fat content in the meat. 
 
 If D
competitive, compared with their counter parts in any of our nabour  countries including 
Holland and Germany. 
 
A
competition even within EU and provide trade advantages to suppliers outside the EU. 
Have they lost the plot in EU? 
 
N  

 The moment some idea with regard to 

c

 goes without saying that any communication with the (European) authorities on the 

ther OCEAN members

VAT on supplies to and/or on ships is being 
developed in Brussels, we need to know 
that in the earliest stage possible. I can 
ould cause European ship supply to become 

15 to 20 per cent more expensive in the worst case. Another development could be that 
ship owners / managers are confronted with increasing administrative obligations with 
respect to reclaiming VAT. Obviously we do not want that. Ship supply should, from the 
viewpoint of VAT be considered “export”, like it is for Custom purposes. At the moment 
that is not (yet) the case. In connection to this, I am in contact with the BTRA (Benelux 
Travel Retail Association), who also expressed their concern in this respect. However, as 
far as I know, their focus is mainly on the VAT aspects of sales to passengers of ships 
(and of international plains and international trains). Again, ship supply (for crew and 
ship) takes a special position here. 
 

think of a couple of horror scenarios which 

It
subject of VAT should be done only after consultation of VAT people in Ocean. 
 
O  

mbers are agreeing with the VAT exemption citing that they Finnish and Portuguese me
have a national VAT law which prevents this. Also, Germany seems to have special 
provisions in their national law which regulates fiscal treatment of ship supply 
companies. 
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PART 3: Sleeping dragon or already woken up? 
 
What shall OCEAN’s response to this be? Is the dragon still sleeping or has it already 
woken up? Clear is that the EU Commission must make a report to the EU Council 
regarding the supply of goods and services onboard of vessels. Fact also is that there is 
at least one EU country where ship supply is not considered “export” from a fiscal point 
of view. 
 
The OCEAN Secretariat proposes a three step strategy until the next OCEAN Board 
meeting: 
 
1. OCEAN has an obligation to respond to the EU Commission consultation by mid 
February. In this contribution, OCEAN could also explain in more general terms why ship 
supply is VAT exempt and why this should continue like this.  
 
This letter could be used at national; member organisation level to discuss with the 
national authorities if appropriate. If more individual help in needed, OCEAN members 
may contact the Secretariat for further work. 
 
2. The issue may be discussed at the next OCEAN WG meeting and the OCEAN Board. 
Possibly the VAT matter could be dealt with in a separate meeting between OCEAN’s 
experts if deemed appropriate.  Possibly a VAT expert could be invited as a speaker to 
shed some light on the matter.  
 
3. The OCEAN Secretariat also proposes a contribution to the VAT consultation – the 
future of VAT where it is made clear that ship supply must be VAT exempt.  
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